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Introduction to the 6-Official Officiating System

�. Rationale As athletes become bigger, faster and stronger, and as coaching 
systems become more complex at levels of football beyond High 
School, it becomes necessary to deal with issues such as:

A. Increasingly sophisticated passing philosophies and greater use 
of the passing game, including draw plays and screen passes, to 
move the ball. 

B. A greater tendency to develop a vertical passing game.

C. Flood patterns that make it difficult to efficiently and effectively 
cover the sideline patterns on the short side of the field for 
“quick outs” and receptions tight to the sideline.

D. Defensive coverage that attempts to slow receivers’ ability to get 
off the line of scrimmage.

E. The necessity to hold one sideline official on the line of 
scrimmage until the ball is passed or carried across the line of 
scrimmage to properly adjudicate on screen pass plays.

F. How to adjust basic coverage to deal with these issues as the 
game shifts from one side of the field to the other.

�. Basic Scrimmage 
Configuration

It is emphasized that the basic scrimmage configurations are for 
first down, second down, and third down and long scrimmage plays 
only. The manner of configuration for kick-offs and kicks from 
scrimmage will be dealt with separately.

For sideline officials and the Referee and Umpire, the relative 
positioning on the field prior to the snap is consistent. It is the 
alignment of the downfield (deep) officials that will tend to vary. The 
timing and manner of the rotation will be covered in the specific 
positional responsibilities.

To facilitate strong and immediate coverage on the short side of the 
field, one of the deep officials will always start scrimmage plays 
on the sideline of the short side of the field and designated as the 
“Outside Deep” official.

His/her downfield partner will start in the deep middle of the 
scrimmage formation and designated as the “Inside Deep” official.

The line of scrimmage official on the short side of the field is 
partnered with the “Outside Deep” official and will be the “Held” 
sideline official for that play.

The line of scrimmage official on the wide side of the field will be 
the “Free” sideline official for that play.
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�. Zones of Coverage Basic zones of primary coverage for six-man mechanics are shown 
in Diagram A and Diagram B below:
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A key concept is that the zones of coverage are not absolute. They 
are a guideline only and officials must be flexible and able to read 
and react to the play as presented by the teams.

For example:

If Team A scrimmage on the right hash as shown in Diagram A 
above but after the snap the play moves to the left then the HL will 
have less flexibility to move off the line, the BU will have to rotate 
to cover and as a result the zones of coverage for the U and BJ will 
have to expand.
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Sideline Officials (Head Linesman & Line Judge) — 
Responsibilities & Positioning: 6-Official System

�. Before the Game • Check sidelines for correct markings

• Check corner flags – properly positioned – no safety issues

• Check bench area markings

• Head Linesman will confer with the stick crew and ensure that 
they know their duties – including measurement mechanics

• Check sticks for proper length. Make sure a clip is available and 
designate who will clip the chain (normally the Downsman)

�. Kickoffs A. Head Linesman

 • The Head Linesman positions himself/herself on or just 
outside the sideline, on the same side of the field as the 
sticks, about 15 or 20 yards ahead of the receivers, opposite 
the Back Judge.

 • As soon as the ball is kicked, look for the signal of the 
Back Umpire to inform you to cover the ball carrier or the 
blocking. The Back Umpire will point toward you, if you are 
to take the ball carrier.

 • In covering the ball carrier, stay near, on, or outside the 
sideline for safety. Try to stay even with, or slightly ahead 
of, the ball carrier. Start to move in the same direction as the 
play before the ball carrier reaches you in order to maintain 
a good position.

 • Signal the clock to start when the ball is touched in your area.

 • In covering the blocking, look for illegal blocks, holding, or 
below the waist blocks, particularly in the area close to the 
ball carrier and ahead or to your side of him/her.

 • When a short kick is a possibility, and when instructed 
by the Referee, take a position on the restraining line of 
the receiving team, opposite the Line Judge with the same 
responsibilities as the Line Judge outlined below. After the 
play ends, set the sticks for the first down.

B. Line Judge

 • The Line Judge positions himself/herself on the restraining 
line that is 10 yards ahead of the line of kick off, and on or 
just outside the sideline on the same side of the field as the 
Back Judge.

 • Remain there until ball has gone past your position or a 
member of the receiving team touches the ball.
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 • Move slowly downfield observing the blocking in front of 
you. Stay close to or on the sideline.

 • If ball carrier reaches your area of the field, take over the 
ball carrier responsibility and stay parallel with him/her if 
possible. If ball carrier is close to the sidelines, then move 
out of bounds and stay either parallel with him/her or 
slightly behind him/her.

 • On short kick situations, the sideline official has prime 
responsibility to know whether the ball traveled the required 
10 yards before it was touched by the kicking team and must 
know who last touched it before it went out of bounds.

 • To assist in judging whether the ball has gone 10 yards, 
use the following mechanic. Take an initial position on the 
receiving team’s restraining line. If a short kick off is made 
take a small step (1-2 feet) directly out of bounds. If the ball 
arrives past your position, it has gone 10 yards.

�. Before a Scrimmage 
Play 

• Check sticks for proper placement (HL).

• Check Downsbox for proper down and relay it to others (HL).

• Watch benches for substitution.

• The Head Linesman counts the Home team. (H counts H) and 
the Line Judge counts the Visiting team.

• Raise arms parallel to ground (close the gates) when offensive 
team breaks the huddle. Observe whether there are any 
substitutions after that time, and try to prevent them vocally 
with comments such as, “You’re too late.”

• Observe numbers worn by eligible receivers on your side of the 
ball.

• Position yourself on the sideline.

4. Scrimmage – Presnap 
Configuration

• For the Referee, Umpire and Sideline Officials, presnap 
alignment and responsibilities are essentially unchanged. 
However, it is very important that the Umpire turn when the ball 
goes by him/her on passes to the flats and behind him/her to 
assist with the “inside-out” coverage.

• As with 3, 4 and 5-Official systems, it is critical that one of the 
sideline officials be designated as the “Held” official and retain 
the line of scrimmage on all plays until the ball crosses it.

• The configuration of the downfield officials (BJ and BU) will 
be determined by the need to provide strong coverage on the 
sideline of the short side of the field.

• Prior to each snap, it will be necessary for sideline officials to 
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check with their downfield partners and then confirm with the 
sideline official across the field to determine who is “Held” and 
who is “Free”.

 – FREE official raises downfield arm parallel to the ground.

 – HELD official points at a 45° angle into the offensive 
backfield.

• As Team A break the huddle and approach the line of scrimmage 
each official should determine the position and number of all 
eligible receivers in the zone of responsibility and be ready 
to clear them from the line of scrimmage according to the 
guidelines for primary and secondary pass receiver coverage.

�. Scrimmage – Running 
Plays

• The “Held” official must retain the line of scrimmage until the 
ball is carried or passed across it.

• If you read “run” and the ball carrier enters your zone of 
coverage, move up with the ball carrier and parallel to him/her.

• If ball carrier is downed in the middle of the line (between 
the tackles as a guideline), the Umpire has the primary 
responsibility for killing the play and marking the forward 
progress. However, the sideline officials have secondary 
responsibility for taking a spot from the outside to assist the 
Umpire if necessary.

• If the ball carrier is downed toward the outside of the line 
(approximately from tackle on out) then the sideline official 
has the primary responsibility for whistling it dead and 
marking forward progress. If the sideline official is screened or 
unavoidably out of position, he/she should look through the 
play to the Umpire who has secondary responsibility for taking 
a spot from the inside. If the Umpire does not have a spot, then 
the sideline official takes one ‘to the best of his/her ability.

• When spotting the ball, the sideline official does not have to 
move in close to the ball. He/She should stay well outside of the 
mass of players in marking his/her spot unless the ball is close 
to a first down. Under no circumstances should an official go 
around or over players to achieve a spot.

• On running plays the sideline official is responsible for his/her 
sideline from deadline to deadline – all 150 yards of it.

• With the exception of the control of the stick crew, the two 
sideline officials have identical responsibilities on running plays.
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• As soon as the sideline officials read “pass”, they should 
visually cover their assigned eligible receivers to ensure they 
are allowed to legally clear the line of scrimmage. In six-man 
coverage it is critical to remember that these responsibilities 
apply only for the first 2 – 3 steps for a closely covered receiver. 
Once the receiver has progressed that far officials must revert 
to the zones of coverage areas which have been previously 
identified. Generally, the assigned receiver for the sideline 
official is the first eligible receiver outside the offensive backfield.

• The “Free” official should begin to slowly move downfield 
while observing the interaction between offensive receivers and 
defenders for illegal actions. Prior to the pass being thrown, 
the “Free” official should never be farther downfield than the 
shallowest receiver in his/her zone of coverage who is across 
the line of scrimmage.

• The “Held” official must retain the line of scrimmage until 
the ball is carried or thrown across it. Prior to the pass being 
thrown, the “Held” official must observe the interaction between 
offensive receivers and defenders for illegal actions. As soon as 
the pass is released toward the sideline of the field and crosses 
the line of scrimmage, the “Held” official should move QUICKLY 
downfield toward the destination of the pass along the sideline 
to give assistance to the downfield partner (the Outside Deep 
Official).

• The “Held” official must be prepared to signal a screen pass 
by raising an arm vertically and keeping it aloft to advise the 
downfield officials of blocking rules.

• The “Held” official must assist the Referee with screen/lateral 
passes. This topic must be thoroughly discussed by the Referee 
and side officials during the pregame meeting.

• If the quarterback threatens the line of scrimmage in a passing 
situation, the “Held” official is responsible for ruling on a 
potential Illegal Forward Pass.

• On pass plays where the receiver turns and screens you from 
the ball, you should look through the play to the Umpire or 
Deep Official for his/her call. If none is forthcoming then use 
your best judgment in making your own decision.

• On passing plays the “Free” sideline official is responsible for 
his/her entire sideline.

• If Illegal Interference on the forward pass is called, the sideline 
official on the opposite side of the field will take a position 15 
yards ahead of the PLS to assist the Referee to determine the 
proper penalty application, spot foul or yardage penalty.

6. Scrimmage – Passing 
Plays
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The following points apply to field goals attempted from outside the 
Team B 10-yard line and for punt plays.

• Position yourself on your sideline. 

• Stay on the line of scrimmage until ball crosses it. It is your 
responsibility to know whether a short kick or a blocked/
deflected kick crosses the line of scrimmage.

• After ball crosses the line of scrimmage, move downfield at half 
speed to assist the downfield officials. Watch the blocking on 
your side ahead of the ball carrier.

• If ball carrier reaches your area of the field, cover the ball 
carrier, stay outside and parallel to him/her if possible. If the 
ball carrier is close to the sideline, then move out of bounds and 
stay even or slightly behind him/her.

• If the snap goes over the kicker’s head, or the kick is blocked, 
the sideline official facing the Referee will move back with the 
ball to assist the Referee to cover the recovery of the loose ball, 
or any illegal interference while the ball is loose. The other 
sideline official will hold the line of scrimmage in case the kick 
actually occurs.

• If the kick is short (10-15 yards), or is deflected and continues 
across the line of scrimmage, and is dropping into a group of 
players, you have primary responsibility to whistle the play 
dead (the Umpire has secondary responsibility).

7. Scrimmage – Punts And 
Long Field Goals

8. Scrimmage Plays 
– Short Field Goals and 

Converts

• “Short field goal” is defined as one attempted from on or inside 
the Team B 10-yard line.

• Line up in normal positions – stay wide.

• Sideline official looking at the holder’s face will be responsible 
for protecting the kicker/holder for contact.

• If field goal is wide, the sideline official on that side must 
QUICKLY move downfield along his/her sideline to give 
assistance to the back officials.

�. Scrimmage – Short 
Yardage (�rd Down with 

� Yards or Less) and Goal 
Line Situations

• Play normal position and coverage on second down.

• On third down and short yardage, either sideline official must be 
prepared to move downfield at full speed if a pass play develops 
while maintaining “Held” and “Free” responsibilities.

• In goal line coverage, the FREE official should go to the goal line 
on the snap while the HELD official retains the line of scrimmage 
until the ball crosses arid then goes directly to the goal line.
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�0. After the Play • Look beyond play for late roughness or OC.

• If a flag has been thrown, free the flag throwing official from the 
spot.

• Assist in the ball retrieval or return the old ball to the ball boy.

• On a long incomplete pass, turn to the ball boy for a new ball.

• Hustle back to your position.
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Sideline Officials Regular Kick Off
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Sideline Officials Short Kick Off
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6–Official System

Basic Scrimmage Play Configurations

Diagram A (Back Umpire at or near the Hash Marks): 

 Line Judge is the Designated Hold Man

 Head Linesman is the Designated Free Man

 Back Judge is the Designated Outside Deep Man 

 Back Umpire is the Designated Inside Deep Man 

Diagram B (Back Umpire on the Sideline):

 Line Judge is the Designated Free Man

 Head Linesman is the Designated Hold Man

 Back Judge is the Designated Inside Deep Man 

 Back Umpire is the Designated Outside Deep Man

Diagram A Diagram B
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Sideline Officials “At-The-Snap” Receiver Coverage

Primary Responsibility will be designated by “ ”

Secondary Responsibility will be designated by “ ”
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Back Officials (Back Umpire and Back Judge) — 
Responsibilities & Positioning: 6-Official System

• Check all field markings – sidelines, end zones, dead line, and 
bench areas.

• Observe players for missing or illegal equipment, exposed casts 
or any potential causes of injury.

• Report any concerns to the Referee.

• Obtain game balls and kicking tee (Back Umpire).

• Take game balls and tee to timer’s bench when re-entering the 
field prior to the kick off (Back Judge).

• Instruct ball boys as to what their duties are (ensure they have 
towels to dry ball).

�. Before the Game

�. Kick Offs A. Regular Kickoff

 i) Back Umpire

  • Initial position between and slightly behind the deep 
receivers. Count the receiving team.

  • As soon as possible after the ball is kicked, signal which 
official will cover the ball carrier.

  • Signal the time to start as soon as the ball is touched by 
a player in your area.

  • Cover the ball carrier or the blocking, according to the 
initial signal.

 ii) Back Judge

  • Initial position on or outside the sideline, 15.to 20 yards 
ahead of the deep receivers on the same side of the field 
as the Line Judge.

  • Count the receiving team.

  • Watch for the signal from the Back Umpire and cover the 
ball carrier or the blocking as directed.

  • Signal the clock to start when the ball is touched by a 
player in your zone of coverage.

  • Cover the ball carrier, if this is your responsibility.

  • If not covering the ball carrier, watch the blocking and 
any other potential illegal tactics.
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B. Short Kick Off

 • In consultation with the crew, the decision to go to short 
kick off coverage will be made by the Referee.

 • For short kick off coverage, both deep officials initial position 
will be on the sideline, 10 yards in advance of the restraining 
line, with the Back Umpire on the same side of the field as 
the Head Linesman and the Back Judge and Line Judge on 
the same side of the field.

 • Both the Back Umpire and the Back Judge count the 
receiving team.

 • If the ball is kicked past the restraining line, signal the clock 
to start when the ball is touched by a player in your zone of 
coverage.

 • Cover the ball carrier, if this is your responsibility, until he/
she leaves your area and is picked up by another official.

 • If not covering the ball carrier, watch the blocking and any 
other potential illegal tactics.

�. Presnap Configuration • It must be emphasized that the scrimmage configurations 
described are for first down, second down, and third down and 
long scrimmage plays only. The manner of configuration for 
kickoffs and kicks from scrimmage will be dealt with separately.

• For sideline officials and the Referee and Umpire, the relative 
positioning on the field prior to the snap is fairly standard. It is 
the alignment of the downfield (deep) officials that will tend to 
vary. The timing and manner of the rotation will be covered in 
the specific positional responsibilities.

• To facilitate strong and immediate coverage on the short side of 
the field, one of the deep officials will always start scrimmage 
plays on the sideline of the short side of the field. He/She is 
designated as the “Outside Deep” official.

• His/her downfield partner will start in the deep middle of the 
scrimmage formation and is designated as the “Inside Deep” 
official.

• The line of scrimmage official on the short side of the field is 
partnered with the Outside Deep official and will be the “Held” 
sideline official for that play.

• The line of scrimmage official on the wide side of the field will 
be the “Free” sideline official for that play.
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• Count the defense on every play.

• Assist the sideline officials in keeping the sideline areas clear.

• For the first play from scrimmage after a change of possession 
the Back Umpire is the “quarterback” and determines the 
alignment in accordance with Diagrams A and B on page 61. 
The key is to have the Held Man and the Outside Deep Man on 
the short side of the field.

• The normal signal from the Back Umpire is:

 – BU – arm up – “my sideline”.

 – BU – point to BJ – “your sideline”.

 – Be sure the signal is seen and acknowledged by the BJ.

• Both the Back Umpire (BU) and the Back Judge (BJ) then position 
accordingly and should check with their sideline partners to be 
sure they are aware.

• While the Back Umpire may remain as the “quarterback”, when 
both the BU and BJ are veteran officials, the Inside Deep official 
may have a better feel for the lateral position of the ball on the 
field.

• On normal scrimmage plays (first down, second down and third 
down and long), the Inside Deep Official will:

 – depending on field position and offensive formation line 
up between the hash mark and somewhere near centre field, 
assuming a position two or three yards behind the deepest 
defensive back.

 – be responsible for the 20-second clock on all plays from 
scrimmage.

• On normal scrimmage plays (first down, second down and third 
down and long) the Outside Deep Official will:

 – depending on down and distance, line up on his/her sideline 
about 18 – 20 yards down from his/her sideline partner.

�. Scrimmage – Running 
Plays

• Read the blocking for runs. In particular, watch the wide 
receivers and slot backs for crack-back blocks.

• Be prepared to pick up the ball carrier if he/she gets past the 
zone of the Umpire. Begin to move toward the defending team’s 
goal line. “Box” the ball carrier between yourself and your 
sideline partner or the other deep official.

• If you are not covering the ball carrier, watch the blocking and 
the surrounding play.

• If you have the ball carrier, spot the forward point of advance. If 
not, cover the post-play action.

• Obtain the new ball-and relay it to the Umpire.

4. Before a Scrimmage 
Play
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6. Scrimmage – Passing 
Plays

• If you read “pass”:

 – Assigned receivers are generally the second and third, and 
possibly a fourth eligible receiver outside the offensive 
backfield.

 – Visually cover your assigned eligible receivers for the first 
2 – 3 steps if closely covered to ensure they are allowed to 
legally clear the line of scrimmage.

 – Revert to the zones of coverage areas that have been 
previously identified.

• Watch the actions of both the defensive and offensive receivers 
for illegal interference or illegal contact. Take quick glances 
toward the quarterback to watch for the pass.

• As soon as the pass is thrown, move toward the intended point 
of completion.

• Watch the players, NOT the ball.

• Try to get in to a position so that you and your partner official 
will have a different angle on the intended receiver.

• Look through to the other official if you are in doubt or are 
screened.

• If the pass is incomplete, give the incomplete pass signal.

• If the pass is complete, and only after the play is dead, stop the 
clock if required.

• If necessary, signal to the Umpire that the pass was completed.

• If you call Illegal Interference on a forward pass:

 – Quickly check if the foul is more than 15 yards from the line 
of scrimmage.

 – If the pass was completed and Illegal Interference occurred, 
ensure that the dead ball spot is held.

 – Report immediately to the Referee.

7. Scrimmage – Punts • Each deep official takes a position comfortably outside and 
slightly ahead of the intended receivers.

• The Back Umpire will signal in the regular way to indicate 
responsibility for the ball and the restraining zone and the 
blocking:

 – Back Umpire – arm up – taking ball and “No Yards”.

 – Back Umpire – points to Back Judge – BU taking the 
blocking.
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8. Long Field Goals Defined as any field goal attempt from outside the Team B 10-yard 
line.

• Positioning and mechanics are similar to the 5-Official system, 
with 2 officials in the end zone at the goal posts.

 – Initial position in the end zone, 1 to 3 yards behind the post.

 – If the field goal is successful, the closer official will sound 
his/her whistle then step forward and signal the score.

 – If the field goal is missed, the official on whose side the 
ball descends will signal the miss by extending one arm 
horizontally toward the nearer sideline and then stay on the 
goal line to rule whether the ball is carried out of the end 
zone.

 – The other official should be moving deeper in to the end 
zone toward the ball in preparation for coverage of No Yards, 
the Dead Ball line or forward progress toward the Goal Line.

�. Short Field Goals and 
Converts

Defined as any field goal attempt from on or inside the Team B 10-
yard line.

• Applies also to all convert attempts.

• The Back Umpire will move up as a second Umpire on the Head 
Linesman’s side of the scrimmage and check on legal tactics by 
the Centre and the linemen on his/her side.

• The Back Judge will move to the centre of the play, about 10 
yards deep in the End Zone, to watch for a passing play, and to 
assist the Referee, if necessary, to rule on a successful convert.

�0. Short Yardage and 
Goal Line

Used on all 3D plays with 2 yards or less to go and any down on or 
inside the Team B 2-yard line. 

• The Back Umpire calls for the short yardage positioning.

• When in Short Yardage or Goal Line coverage.

 – The Back Umpire takes his/her initial position on the short 
side of the field opposite the Umpire and immediately behind 
the linebackers.

 – Let the defending players know you are there and use 
them for your protection, if necessary. Ensure you will not 
interfere with the defenders and move wider if required.

 – Concentrate on the ball carrier to get the furthest point of 
advance.

 – If screened from the ball, look through to the Umpire or the 
sideline official for the spot.

• The Back Judge takes the initial position about 15 – 20 yards 
deep from the centre of the line and will cover a pass play or the 
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• Look beyond the play for any late roughness or OC.

• Relieve another official holding a spot if he/she has a foul to 
report.

• If a measurement is probable, move up in preparation to 
take the clip (Back Umpire) if the Referee decides that a 
measurement is required.

• Obtain the new ball and relay it to the Umpire.

• Hustle into position for the next play.

��. After the Play

ball carrier if he/she breaks through for a long run.

• Signal a score if you see the ball in possession touch the plane 
of the goal line.
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Back Officials

Regular Kickoff Coverage
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Back Officials

Short Kickoff Coverage
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Back Officials

Presnap Configuration

Diagram A Diagram B
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Primary Responsibility will be designated by “ ”

Secondary Responsibility will be designated by “ ”

Deep Officials
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Umpire — Responsibilities & Positioning: 6-Official System

A. Before The Game

 As with previous officiating systems, the Umpire is to assist the 
Referee with the meetings with the coaches, other officials and 
captains.

 i) Meeting with Coaches

  • 30 minutes (or as prescribed by the league) proceed with 
the Referee to meet the Head Coach of each team.

  • Introduce yourself and shake hands with the Coach. 

  • Let the Referee lead the meeting and answer any 
questions directed to you.

  • On the game card, record the numbers of the captains, 
quarterbacks, kickers, holders and punters as required.

 ii) Meeting with other Officials

  • Let the Referee lead.

  • Review any special plays that the coaches have 
identified. 

  • Review any problems with numbering of players.

  • Review how you will interact with the other officials.

  • Review how kicks from scrimmage will be covered.

  • Review coverage when ball goes out of bounds.

 iii) Meeting with Captains

  • 5 minutes before the start of each half, proceed with the 
Referee to the 55-yard line to meet the captains.

  • Let the Referee lead the meeting, answer questions 
directed to you. 

  • Record the choices of the captains on the game card.

B. During the Game

 i) Time Outs

  • If a player or coach asks you for a Time Out, signal the 
clock to stop after the ball becomes dead.

  • If another official grants a Time Out, make sure the clock 
is stopped.

  • Time the Time Out on your watch.

  • Ensure that the Time Out is recorded against the proper 
team on the Game Card.

�. Umpire – Duties and 
Responsibilities
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  • Stand together as a crew to discuss any pertinent 
situations that need to be reviewed. 

  • Notify the Referee when 50 seconds have elapsed. 

  • Remind the Referee that time should start on the snap of 
the ball.

 ii) Half Time

  • When halftime begins, note when the second quarter 
ended and when the third quarter should begin:

   – Get the game ball.

   – Proceed to the dressing room.

   – Discuss any problems or play situations that need 
review.

   – Check the game card to remind yourself which team 
will have the choice for the second half.

   – Proceed to the field 5 minutes before the start of the 
second half.

�. Kickoffs A. Regular Kickoff

 • Initial position will be on the receiving team’s restraining 
line, on or outside the sideline, opposite the Line Judge.

 • Count the kicking team. 

 • Watch for defensive encroachment into the neutral zone 
before the ball is kicked.

 • Ensure that the ball goes 10 yards before it is touched. As an 
aid in judging this, take a small step inside the neutral zone 
– if the ball passes your position, it has gone 10 yards. Know 
who recovers the ball, or who last touched it before it went 
out of bounds.

 • If the ball goes downfield, move downfield, at a controlled 
pace, on or outside the sideline, to cover the blocking tactics 
ahead of the ban carrier.

 • Be ready to pick up the ball carrier if he/she comes into your 
area.

B. Short Kickoff 

 • If directed by the Referee, take initial position on the line of 
kick off, on the same side of the field as the Head Linesman.

 • Watch for offside by the kicking team.

 • If the kick is short, as expected, watch for blocking or other 
illegal tactics by the kicking team, or illegal blocking tactics 
or holding by the receiving team.
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 • Assist, if necessary, to identify the team recovering the ball 
or last touching it before if goes out of bounds.

�. Scrimmage – Presnap 
Alignment

• For all plays from scrimmage, your initial position will be on the 
opposite side of centre from the Referee and about 10 – 12 yards 
from the line of scrimmage.

• Position yourself laterally so you can see the centre snap the 
ball and observe the blocking tactics of the centre, guard and 
tackle to your side of the offensive line. The Umpire will have 
responsibility for Procedure calls on the centre, guard and tackle 
on his/her side of the ball.

• The Umpire has more latitude to vary his/her lateral position as 
long as the parameters outlined above are honoured.

4. Scrimmage – Presnap 
Responsibilities

• Count the offensive players.

• Verify the block of five ineligible line players (either by proper 
numbering or having reported) on the offensive line.

• If appropriate, remind the Referee of the timing for the upcoming 
play (i.e. whether to “hold” or “go”).

• If in a “Hurry Up” offensive situation, remain over the ball until 
the sticks and crew are set and the Referee is ready to whistle 
the play in. Leave the ball when the Referee signals you to go.

�. Scrimmage – Running 
Plays

When the Umpire reads “Run”:

• For inside running plays between the tackles the Umpire will 
have primary responsibility for holding calls – particularly on 
the half of the line that is the primary presnap responsibility.

• The Umpire has primary responsibility for marking the forward 
progress on running plays between the tackles.

• The Umpire has secondary responsibility for marking forward 
progress on running plays outside the tackle box.

• On running plays outside the tackles the Umpire should move 
laterally toward the point of attack and focus on the blocks right 
at the corners.

6. Scrimmage – Passing 
Plays

When the Umpire reads “Pass”:

• The Umpire is responsible for holding and other blocking 
violations by or against the centre, guard and tackle on the 
side of the line of scrimmage assigned as presnap coverage. 
The Umpire may move laterally to fulfill this responsibility 
but should not move up as this may cause interference with 
offensive crossing patterns.

• The Umpire is primarily responsible for Illegal Contact calls 
on linebackers attempting to prevent receivers from running 
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crossing patterns.

• When the ball is thrown, turn with the pass to assist with ruling 
“Complete” or Incomplete”.

7. Scrimmage – Punts • Presnap alignment is similar to all scrimmage plays. However, it 
may be advantageous to align more toward the centre of the line 
while keeping the ability to cover the centre, guard and tackle to 
your side in view for presnap violations.

• Once the ball is snapped the full line is the Umpire’s 
responsibility for illegal tactics and blocking violations as the 
Referee’s primary focus will be the punter and the kick.

• When the ball is kicked, follow the initial wave of tacklers 
downfield in the centre area of the field, watching the blocking 
in front of and near the ball carrier.

• Be prepared to pick up the ball carrier if he/she breaks 
through into your area. If there is a short kick over the line of 
scrimmage into a group of players, the Umpire has a secondary 
responsibility to whistle the play dead (the side officials have 
the primary responsibility).

8. Scrimmage – Field 
Goals and Converts 

A. Long Field Goals

 Any field goal attempt from outside the Team B 10-yard line.

 • Essentially the same coverage and responsibilities as for a 
punt.

B. Short Field Goals and Converts (Single Point) 

 A short field goal is defined as any field goal attempt from on or 
inside the Team B 10-yard line.

 • Initial position about 5 yards behind the defensive team, 
positioned toward the Line Judge side of the field and with 
a view of the centre, guard and tackle on his/her side of the 
line of scrimmage.

 • Responsible for procedure and blocking fouls.

�. Short Yardage and Goal 
Line 

A. Short Yardage

 Any 3rd down with two (2) or less yards to gain.

 • Umpire works on the wide side of the field slightly behind 
and slightly outside the widest line player on the defensive 
line.

 • As on all scrimmage plays, has presnap responsibility for the 
centre, guard and tackle to his/her side.

 • On the snap, locate the ball and be prepared to rule on 
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illegal tactics at the point of attack and to mark the forward 
progress.

 • Ensure the ball is accurately placed and that the integrity 
of the spot is maintained until the Referee can rule on 
whether or not first down yardage has been achieved or a 
measurement will be required.

B. Goal Line

 • Any Team A scrimmage on or inside the Team B 2-yard line.

 • Ensure that presnap positioning provides a clear view of the 
centre, guard and tackle for which the Umpire is responsible.

 • Coordinate with the Back Umpire to “Box” the play in.

�0. After the Play • If not actively involved in the marking of forward progress, 
“Dead Ball” coverage.

• Ensure that the ball is correctly spotted for the next play and 
that the Downsbox is correctly set and the proper down is 
shown.

• Remind the Referee of any timing issues, i.e. “Hold” or “Go”.
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Introduction to the 6-Official Officiating System

�. Rationale As athletes become bigger, faster and stronger, and as coaching 
systems become more complex at levels of football beyond High 
School, it becomes necessary to deal with issues such as:

A. Increasingly sophisticated passing philosophies and greater use 
of the passing game, including draw plays and screen passes, to 
move the ball. 

B. A greater tendency to develop a vertical passing game.

C. Flood patterns that make it difficult to efficiently and effectively 
cover the sideline patterns on the short side of the field for 
“quick outs” and receptions tight to the sideline.

D. Defensive coverage that attempts to slow receivers’ ability to get 
off the line of scrimmage.

E. The necessity to hold one sideline official on the line of 
scrimmage until the ball is passed or carried across the line of 
scrimmage to properly adjudicate on screen pass plays.

F. How to adjust basic coverage to deal with these issues as the 
game shifts from one side of the field to the other.

�. Basic Scrimmage 
Configuration

It is emphasized that the basic scrimmage configurations are for 
first down, second down, and third down and long scrimmage plays 
only. The manner of configuration for kick-offs and kicks from 
scrimmage will be dealt with separately.

For sideline officials and the Referee and Umpire, the relative 
positioning on the field prior to the snap is consistent. It is the 
alignment of the downfield (deep) officials that will tend to vary. The 
timing and manner of the rotation will be covered in the specific 
positional responsibilities.

To facilitate strong and immediate coverage on the short side of the 
field, one of the deep officials will always start scrimmage plays 
on the sideline of the short side of the field and designated as the 
“Outside Deep” official.

His/her downfield partner will start in the deep middle of the 
scrimmage formation and designated as the “Inside Deep” official.

The line of scrimmage official on the short side of the field is 
partnered with the “Outside Deep” official and will be the “Held” 
sideline official for that play.

The line of scrimmage official on the wide side of the field will be 
the “Free” sideline official for that play.
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�. Zones of Coverage Basic zones of primary coverage for six-man mechanics are shown 
in Diagram A and Diagram B below:

Diagram A Diagram B
Off401 Off402

G/L G/L

BJ

LJHL

35 35

55 55

U

R

BU

G/L G/L

BJ

LJHL

35 35

55 55

U

R

BU

A key concept is that the zones of coverage are not absolute. They 
are a guideline only and officials must be flexible and able to read 
and react to the play as presented by the teams.

For example:

If Team A scrimmage on the right hash as shown in Diagram A 
above but after the snap the play moves to the left then the HL will 
have less flexibility to move off the line, the BU will have to rotate 
to cover and as a result the zones of coverage for the U and BJ will 
have to expand.
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Sideline Officials (Head Linesman & Line Judge) — 
Responsibilities & Positioning: 6-Official System

�. Before the Game • Check sidelines for correct markings

• Check corner flags – properly positioned – no safety issues

• Check bench area markings

• Head Linesman will confer with the stick crew and ensure that 
they know their duties – including measurement mechanics

• Check sticks for proper length. Make sure a clip is available and 
designate who will clip the chain (normally the Downsman)

�. Kickoffs A. Head Linesman

 • The Head Linesman positions himself/herself on or just 
outside the sideline, on the same side of the field as the 
sticks, about 15 or 20 yards ahead of the receivers, opposite 
the Back Judge.

 • As soon as the ball is kicked, look for the signal of the 
Back Umpire to inform you to cover the ball carrier or the 
blocking. The Back Umpire will point toward you, if you are 
to take the ball carrier.

 • In covering the ball carrier, stay near, on, or outside the 
sideline for safety. Try to stay even with, or slightly ahead 
of, the ball carrier. Start to move in the same direction as the 
play before the ball carrier reaches you in order to maintain 
a good position.

 • Signal the clock to start when the ball is touched in your area.

 • In covering the blocking, look for illegal blocks, holding, or 
below the waist blocks, particularly in the area close to the 
ball carrier and ahead or to your side of him/her.

 • When a short kick is a possibility, and when instructed 
by the Referee, take a position on the restraining line of 
the receiving team, opposite the Line Judge with the same 
responsibilities as the Line Judge outlined below. After the 
play ends, set the sticks for the first down.

B. Line Judge

 • The Line Judge positions himself/herself on the restraining 
line that is 10 yards ahead of the line of kick off, and on or 
just outside the sideline on the same side of the field as the 
Back Judge.

 • Remain there until ball has gone past your position or a 
member of the receiving team touches the ball.
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 • Move slowly downfield observing the blocking in front of 
you. Stay close to or on the sideline.

 • If ball carrier reaches your area of the field, take over the 
ball carrier responsibility and stay parallel with him/her if 
possible. If ball carrier is close to the sidelines, then move 
out of bounds and stay either parallel with him/her or 
slightly behind him/her.

 • On short kick situations, the sideline official has prime 
responsibility to know whether the ball traveled the required 
10 yards before it was touched by the kicking team and must 
know who last touched it before it went out of bounds.

 • To assist in judging whether the ball has gone 10 yards, 
use the following mechanic. Take an initial position on the 
receiving team’s restraining line. If a short kick off is made 
take a small step (1-2 feet) directly out of bounds. If the ball 
arrives past your position, it has gone 10 yards.

�. Before a Scrimmage 
Play 

• Check sticks for proper placement (HL).

• Check Downsbox for proper down and relay it to others (HL).

• Watch benches for substitution.

• The Head Linesman counts the Home team. (H counts H) and 
the Line Judge counts the Visiting team.

• Raise arms parallel to ground (close the gates) when offensive 
team breaks the huddle. Observe whether there are any 
substitutions after that time, and try to prevent them vocally 
with comments such as, “You’re too late.”

• Observe numbers worn by eligible receivers on your side of the 
ball.

• Position yourself on the sideline.

4. Scrimmage – Presnap 
Configuration

• For the Referee, Umpire and Sideline Officials, presnap 
alignment and responsibilities are essentially unchanged. 
However, it is very important that the Umpire turn when the ball 
goes by him/her on passes to the flats and behind him/her to 
assist with the “inside-out” coverage.

• As with 3, 4 and 5-Official systems, it is critical that one of the 
sideline officials be designated as the “Held” official and retain 
the line of scrimmage on all plays until the ball crosses it.

• The configuration of the downfield officials (BJ and BU) will 
be determined by the need to provide strong coverage on the 
sideline of the short side of the field.

• Prior to each snap, it will be necessary for sideline officials to 
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check with their downfield partners and then confirm with the 
sideline official across the field to determine who is “Held” and 
who is “Free”.

 – FREE official raises downfield arm parallel to the ground.

 – HELD official points at a 45° angle into the offensive 
backfield.

• As Team A break the huddle and approach the line of scrimmage 
each official should determine the position and number of all 
eligible receivers in the zone of responsibility and be ready 
to clear them from the line of scrimmage according to the 
guidelines for primary and secondary pass receiver coverage.

�. Scrimmage – Running 
Plays

• The “Held” official must retain the line of scrimmage until the 
ball is carried or passed across it.

• If you read “run” and the ball carrier enters your zone of 
coverage, move up with the ball carrier and parallel to him/her.

• If ball carrier is downed in the middle of the line (between 
the tackles as a guideline), the Umpire has the primary 
responsibility for killing the play and marking the forward 
progress. However, the sideline officials have secondary 
responsibility for taking a spot from the outside to assist the 
Umpire if necessary.

• If the ball carrier is downed toward the outside of the line 
(approximately from tackle on out) then the sideline official 
has the primary responsibility for whistling it dead and 
marking forward progress. If the sideline official is screened or 
unavoidably out of position, he/she should look through the 
play to the Umpire who has secondary responsibility for taking 
a spot from the inside. If the Umpire does not have a spot, then 
the sideline official takes one ‘to the best of his/her ability.

• When spotting the ball, the sideline official does not have to 
move in close to the ball. He/She should stay well outside of the 
mass of players in marking his/her spot unless the ball is close 
to a first down. Under no circumstances should an official go 
around or over players to achieve a spot.

• On running plays the sideline official is responsible for his/her 
sideline from deadline to deadline – all 150 yards of it.

• With the exception of the control of the stick crew, the two 
sideline officials have identical responsibilities on running plays.
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• As soon as the sideline officials read “pass”, they should 
visually cover their assigned eligible receivers to ensure they 
are allowed to legally clear the line of scrimmage. In six-man 
coverage it is critical to remember that these responsibilities 
apply only for the first 2 – 3 steps for a closely covered receiver. 
Once the receiver has progressed that far officials must revert 
to the zones of coverage areas which have been previously 
identified. Generally, the assigned receiver for the sideline 
official is the first eligible receiver outside the offensive backfield.

• The “Free” official should begin to slowly move downfield 
while observing the interaction between offensive receivers and 
defenders for illegal actions. Prior to the pass being thrown, 
the “Free” official should never be farther downfield than the 
shallowest receiver in his/her zone of coverage who is across 
the line of scrimmage.

• The “Held” official must retain the line of scrimmage until 
the ball is carried or thrown across it. Prior to the pass being 
thrown, the “Held” official must observe the interaction between 
offensive receivers and defenders for illegal actions. As soon as 
the pass is released toward the sideline of the field and crosses 
the line of scrimmage, the “Held” official should move QUICKLY 
downfield toward the destination of the pass along the sideline 
to give assistance to the downfield partner (the Outside Deep 
Official).

• The “Held” official must be prepared to signal a screen pass 
by raising an arm vertically and keeping it aloft to advise the 
downfield officials of blocking rules.

• The “Held” official must assist the Referee with screen/lateral 
passes. This topic must be thoroughly discussed by the Referee 
and side officials during the pregame meeting.

• If the quarterback threatens the line of scrimmage in a passing 
situation, the “Held” official is responsible for ruling on a 
potential Illegal Forward Pass.

• On pass plays where the receiver turns and screens you from 
the ball, you should look through the play to the Umpire or 
Deep Official for his/her call. If none is forthcoming then use 
your best judgment in making your own decision.

• On passing plays the “Free” sideline official is responsible for 
his/her entire sideline.

• If Illegal Interference on the forward pass is called, the sideline 
official on the opposite side of the field will take a position 15 
yards ahead of the PLS to assist the Referee to determine the 
proper penalty application, spot foul or yardage penalty.

6. Scrimmage – Passing 
Plays
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The following points apply to field goals attempted from outside the 
Team B 10-yard line and for punt plays.

• Position yourself on your sideline. 

• Stay on the line of scrimmage until ball crosses it. It is your 
responsibility to know whether a short kick or a blocked/
deflected kick crosses the line of scrimmage.

• After ball crosses the line of scrimmage, move downfield at half 
speed to assist the downfield officials. Watch the blocking on 
your side ahead of the ball carrier.

• If ball carrier reaches your area of the field, cover the ball 
carrier, stay outside and parallel to him/her if possible. If the 
ball carrier is close to the sideline, then move out of bounds and 
stay even or slightly behind him/her.

• If the snap goes over the kicker’s head, or the kick is blocked, 
the sideline official facing the Referee will move back with the 
ball to assist the Referee to cover the recovery of the loose ball, 
or any illegal interference while the ball is loose. The other 
sideline official will hold the line of scrimmage in case the kick 
actually occurs.

• If the kick is short (10-15 yards), or is deflected and continues 
across the line of scrimmage, and is dropping into a group of 
players, you have primary responsibility to whistle the play 
dead (the Umpire has secondary responsibility).

7. Scrimmage – Punts And 
Long Field Goals

8. Scrimmage Plays 
– Short Field Goals and 

Converts

• “Short field goal” is defined as one attempted from on or inside 
the Team B 10-yard line.

• Line up in normal positions – stay wide.

• Sideline official looking at the holder’s face will be responsible 
for protecting the kicker/holder for contact.

• If field goal is wide, the sideline official on that side must 
QUICKLY move downfield along his/her sideline to give 
assistance to the back officials.

�. Scrimmage – Short 
Yardage (�rd Down with 

� Yards or Less) and Goal 
Line Situations

• Play normal position and coverage on second down.

• On third down and short yardage, either sideline official must be 
prepared to move downfield at full speed if a pass play develops 
while maintaining “Held” and “Free” responsibilities.

• In goal line coverage, the FREE official should go to the goal line 
on the snap while the HELD official retains the line of scrimmage 
until the ball crosses arid then goes directly to the goal line.
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�0. After the Play • Look beyond play for late roughness or OC.

• If a flag has been thrown, free the flag throwing official from the 
spot.

• Assist in the ball retrieval or return the old ball to the ball boy.

• On a long incomplete pass, turn to the ball boy for a new ball.

• Hustle back to your position.
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Sideline Officials Short Kick Off
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6–Official System

Basic Scrimmage Play Configurations

Diagram A (Back Umpire at or near the Hash Marks): 

 Line Judge is the Designated Hold Man

 Head Linesman is the Designated Free Man

 Back Judge is the Designated Outside Deep Man 

 Back Umpire is the Designated Inside Deep Man 

Diagram B (Back Umpire on the Sideline):

 Line Judge is the Designated Free Man

 Head Linesman is the Designated Hold Man

 Back Judge is the Designated Inside Deep Man 

 Back Umpire is the Designated Outside Deep Man

Diagram A Diagram B
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Sideline Officials “At-The-Snap” Receiver Coverage
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Back Officials (Back Umpire and Back Judge) — 
Responsibilities & Positioning: 6-Official System

• Check all field markings – sidelines, end zones, dead line, and 
bench areas.

• Observe players for missing or illegal equipment, exposed casts 
or any potential causes of injury.

• Report any concerns to the Referee.

• Obtain game balls and kicking tee (Back Umpire).

• Take game balls and tee to timer’s bench when re-entering the 
field prior to the kick off (Back Judge).

• Instruct ball boys as to what their duties are (ensure they have 
towels to dry ball).

�. Before the Game

�. Kick Offs A. Regular Kickoff

 i) Back Umpire

  • Initial position between and slightly behind the deep 
receivers. Count the receiving team.

  • As soon as possible after the ball is kicked, signal which 
official will cover the ball carrier.

  • Signal the time to start as soon as the ball is touched by 
a player in your area.

  • Cover the ball carrier or the blocking, according to the 
initial signal.

 ii) Back Judge

  • Initial position on or outside the sideline, 15.to 20 yards 
ahead of the deep receivers on the same side of the field 
as the Line Judge.

  • Count the receiving team.

  • Watch for the signal from the Back Umpire and cover the 
ball carrier or the blocking as directed.

  • Signal the clock to start when the ball is touched by a 
player in your zone of coverage.

  • Cover the ball carrier, if this is your responsibility.

  • If not covering the ball carrier, watch the blocking and 
any other potential illegal tactics.
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B. Short Kick Off

 • In consultation with the crew, the decision to go to short 
kick off coverage will be made by the Referee.

 • For short kick off coverage, both deep officials initial position 
will be on the sideline, 10 yards in advance of the restraining 
line, with the Back Umpire on the same side of the field as 
the Head Linesman and the Back Judge and Line Judge on 
the same side of the field.

 • Both the Back Umpire and the Back Judge count the 
receiving team.

 • If the ball is kicked past the restraining line, signal the clock 
to start when the ball is touched by a player in your zone of 
coverage.

 • Cover the ball carrier, if this is your responsibility, until he/
she leaves your area and is picked up by another official.

 • If not covering the ball carrier, watch the blocking and any 
other potential illegal tactics.

�. Presnap Configuration • It must be emphasized that the scrimmage configurations 
described are for first down, second down, and third down and 
long scrimmage plays only. The manner of configuration for 
kickoffs and kicks from scrimmage will be dealt with separately.

• For sideline officials and the Referee and Umpire, the relative 
positioning on the field prior to the snap is fairly standard. It is 
the alignment of the downfield (deep) officials that will tend to 
vary. The timing and manner of the rotation will be covered in 
the specific positional responsibilities.

• To facilitate strong and immediate coverage on the short side of 
the field, one of the deep officials will always start scrimmage 
plays on the sideline of the short side of the field. He/She is 
designated as the “Outside Deep” official.

• His/her downfield partner will start in the deep middle of the 
scrimmage formation and is designated as the “Inside Deep” 
official.

• The line of scrimmage official on the short side of the field is 
partnered with the Outside Deep official and will be the “Held” 
sideline official for that play.

• The line of scrimmage official on the wide side of the field will 
be the “Free” sideline official for that play.
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• Count the defense on every play.

• Assist the sideline officials in keeping the sideline areas clear.

• For the first play from scrimmage after a change of possession 
the Back Umpire is the “quarterback” and determines the 
alignment in accordance with Diagrams A and B on page 61. 
The key is to have the Held Man and the Outside Deep Man on 
the short side of the field.

• The normal signal from the Back Umpire is:

 – BU – arm up – “my sideline”.

 – BU – point to BJ – “your sideline”.

 – Be sure the signal is seen and acknowledged by the BJ.

• Both the Back Umpire (BU) and the Back Judge (BJ) then position 
accordingly and should check with their sideline partners to be 
sure they are aware.

• While the Back Umpire may remain as the “quarterback”, when 
both the BU and BJ are veteran officials, the Inside Deep official 
may have a better feel for the lateral position of the ball on the 
field.

• On normal scrimmage plays (first down, second down and third 
down and long), the Inside Deep Official will:

 – depending on field position and offensive formation line 
up between the hash mark and somewhere near centre field, 
assuming a position two or three yards behind the deepest 
defensive back.

 – be responsible for the 20-second clock on all plays from 
scrimmage.

• On normal scrimmage plays (first down, second down and third 
down and long) the Outside Deep Official will:

 – depending on down and distance, line up on his/her sideline 
about 18 – 20 yards down from his/her sideline partner.

�. Scrimmage – Running 
Plays

• Read the blocking for runs. In particular, watch the wide 
receivers and slot backs for crack-back blocks.

• Be prepared to pick up the ball carrier if he/she gets past the 
zone of the Umpire. Begin to move toward the defending team’s 
goal line. “Box” the ball carrier between yourself and your 
sideline partner or the other deep official.

• If you are not covering the ball carrier, watch the blocking and 
the surrounding play.

• If you have the ball carrier, spot the forward point of advance. If 
not, cover the post-play action.

• Obtain the new ball-and relay it to the Umpire.

4. Before a Scrimmage 
Play
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6. Scrimmage – Passing 
Plays

• If you read “pass”:

 – Assigned receivers are generally the second and third, and 
possibly a fourth eligible receiver outside the offensive 
backfield.

 – Visually cover your assigned eligible receivers for the first 
2 – 3 steps if closely covered to ensure they are allowed to 
legally clear the line of scrimmage.

 – Revert to the zones of coverage areas that have been 
previously identified.

• Watch the actions of both the defensive and offensive receivers 
for illegal interference or illegal contact. Take quick glances 
toward the quarterback to watch for the pass.

• As soon as the pass is thrown, move toward the intended point 
of completion.

• Watch the players, NOT the ball.

• Try to get in to a position so that you and your partner official 
will have a different angle on the intended receiver.

• Look through to the other official if you are in doubt or are 
screened.

• If the pass is incomplete, give the incomplete pass signal.

• If the pass is complete, and only after the play is dead, stop the 
clock if required.

• If necessary, signal to the Umpire that the pass was completed.

• If you call Illegal Interference on a forward pass:

 – Quickly check if the foul is more than 15 yards from the line 
of scrimmage.

 – If the pass was completed and Illegal Interference occurred, 
ensure that the dead ball spot is held.

 – Report immediately to the Referee.

7. Scrimmage – Punts • Each deep official takes a position comfortably outside and 
slightly ahead of the intended receivers.

• The Back Umpire will signal in the regular way to indicate 
responsibility for the ball and the restraining zone and the 
blocking:

 – Back Umpire – arm up – taking ball and “No Yards”.

 – Back Umpire – points to Back Judge – BU taking the 
blocking.
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8. Long Field Goals Defined as any field goal attempt from outside the Team B 10-yard 
line.

• Positioning and mechanics are similar to the 5-Official system, 
with 2 officials in the end zone at the goal posts.

 – Initial position in the end zone, 1 to 3 yards behind the post.

 – If the field goal is successful, the closer official will sound 
his/her whistle then step forward and signal the score.

 – If the field goal is missed, the official on whose side the 
ball descends will signal the miss by extending one arm 
horizontally toward the nearer sideline and then stay on the 
goal line to rule whether the ball is carried out of the end 
zone.

 – The other official should be moving deeper in to the end 
zone toward the ball in preparation for coverage of No Yards, 
the Dead Ball line or forward progress toward the Goal Line.

�. Short Field Goals and 
Converts

Defined as any field goal attempt from on or inside the Team B 10-
yard line.

• Applies also to all convert attempts.

• The Back Umpire will move up as a second Umpire on the Head 
Linesman’s side of the scrimmage and check on legal tactics by 
the Centre and the linemen on his/her side.

• The Back Judge will move to the centre of the play, about 10 
yards deep in the End Zone, to watch for a passing play, and to 
assist the Referee, if necessary, to rule on a successful convert.

�0. Short Yardage and 
Goal Line

Used on all 3D plays with 2 yards or less to go and any down on or 
inside the Team B 2-yard line. 

• The Back Umpire calls for the short yardage positioning.

• When in Short Yardage or Goal Line coverage.

 – The Back Umpire takes his/her initial position on the short 
side of the field opposite the Umpire and immediately behind 
the linebackers.

 – Let the defending players know you are there and use 
them for your protection, if necessary. Ensure you will not 
interfere with the defenders and move wider if required.

 – Concentrate on the ball carrier to get the furthest point of 
advance.

 – If screened from the ball, look through to the Umpire or the 
sideline official for the spot.

• The Back Judge takes the initial position about 15 – 20 yards 
deep from the centre of the line and will cover a pass play or the 
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• Look beyond the play for any late roughness or OC.

• Relieve another official holding a spot if he/she has a foul to 
report.

• If a measurement is probable, move up in preparation to 
take the clip (Back Umpire) if the Referee decides that a 
measurement is required.

• Obtain the new ball and relay it to the Umpire.

• Hustle into position for the next play.

��. After the Play

ball carrier if he/she breaks through for a long run.

• Signal a score if you see the ball in possession touch the plane 
of the goal line.
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Back Officials

Presnap Configuration
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Primary Responsibility will be designated by “ ”
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Umpire — Responsibilities & Positioning: 6-Official System

A. Before The Game

 As with previous officiating systems, the Umpire is to assist the 
Referee with the meetings with the coaches, other officials and 
captains.

 i) Meeting with Coaches

  • 30 minutes (or as prescribed by the league) proceed with 
the Referee to meet the Head Coach of each team.

  • Introduce yourself and shake hands with the Coach. 

  • Let the Referee lead the meeting and answer any 
questions directed to you.

  • On the game card, record the numbers of the captains, 
quarterbacks, kickers, holders and punters as required.

 ii) Meeting with other Officials

  • Let the Referee lead.

  • Review any special plays that the coaches have 
identified. 

  • Review any problems with numbering of players.

  • Review how you will interact with the other officials.

  • Review how kicks from scrimmage will be covered.

  • Review coverage when ball goes out of bounds.

 iii) Meeting with Captains

  • 5 minutes before the start of each half, proceed with the 
Referee to the 55-yard line to meet the captains.

  • Let the Referee lead the meeting, answer questions 
directed to you. 

  • Record the choices of the captains on the game card.

B. During the Game

 i) Time Outs

  • If a player or coach asks you for a Time Out, signal the 
clock to stop after the ball becomes dead.

  • If another official grants a Time Out, make sure the clock 
is stopped.

  • Time the Time Out on your watch.

  • Ensure that the Time Out is recorded against the proper 
team on the Game Card.

�. Umpire – Duties and 
Responsibilities
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  • Stand together as a crew to discuss any pertinent 
situations that need to be reviewed. 

  • Notify the Referee when 50 seconds have elapsed. 

  • Remind the Referee that time should start on the snap of 
the ball.

 ii) Half Time

  • When halftime begins, note when the second quarter 
ended and when the third quarter should begin:

   – Get the game ball.

   – Proceed to the dressing room.

   – Discuss any problems or play situations that need 
review.

   – Check the game card to remind yourself which team 
will have the choice for the second half.

   – Proceed to the field 5 minutes before the start of the 
second half.

�. Kickoffs A. Regular Kickoff

 • Initial position will be on the receiving team’s restraining 
line, on or outside the sideline, opposite the Line Judge.

 • Count the kicking team. 

 • Watch for defensive encroachment into the neutral zone 
before the ball is kicked.

 • Ensure that the ball goes 10 yards before it is touched. As an 
aid in judging this, take a small step inside the neutral zone 
– if the ball passes your position, it has gone 10 yards. Know 
who recovers the ball, or who last touched it before it went 
out of bounds.

 • If the ball goes downfield, move downfield, at a controlled 
pace, on or outside the sideline, to cover the blocking tactics 
ahead of the ban carrier.

 • Be ready to pick up the ball carrier if he/she comes into your 
area.

B. Short Kickoff 

 • If directed by the Referee, take initial position on the line of 
kick off, on the same side of the field as the Head Linesman.

 • Watch for offside by the kicking team.

 • If the kick is short, as expected, watch for blocking or other 
illegal tactics by the kicking team, or illegal blocking tactics 
or holding by the receiving team.
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 • Assist, if necessary, to identify the team recovering the ball 
or last touching it before if goes out of bounds.

�. Scrimmage – Presnap 
Alignment

• For all plays from scrimmage, your initial position will be on the 
opposite side of centre from the Referee and about 10 – 12 yards 
from the line of scrimmage.

• Position yourself laterally so you can see the centre snap the 
ball and observe the blocking tactics of the centre, guard and 
tackle to your side of the offensive line. The Umpire will have 
responsibility for Procedure calls on the centre, guard and tackle 
on his/her side of the ball.

• The Umpire has more latitude to vary his/her lateral position as 
long as the parameters outlined above are honoured.

4. Scrimmage – Presnap 
Responsibilities

• Count the offensive players.

• Verify the block of five ineligible line players (either by proper 
numbering or having reported) on the offensive line.

• If appropriate, remind the Referee of the timing for the upcoming 
play (i.e. whether to “hold” or “go”).

• If in a “Hurry Up” offensive situation, remain over the ball until 
the sticks and crew are set and the Referee is ready to whistle 
the play in. Leave the ball when the Referee signals you to go.

�. Scrimmage – Running 
Plays

When the Umpire reads “Run”:

• For inside running plays between the tackles the Umpire will 
have primary responsibility for holding calls – particularly on 
the half of the line that is the primary presnap responsibility.

• The Umpire has primary responsibility for marking the forward 
progress on running plays between the tackles.

• The Umpire has secondary responsibility for marking forward 
progress on running plays outside the tackle box.

• On running plays outside the tackles the Umpire should move 
laterally toward the point of attack and focus on the blocks right 
at the corners.

6. Scrimmage – Passing 
Plays

When the Umpire reads “Pass”:

• The Umpire is responsible for holding and other blocking 
violations by or against the centre, guard and tackle on the 
side of the line of scrimmage assigned as presnap coverage. 
The Umpire may move laterally to fulfill this responsibility 
but should not move up as this may cause interference with 
offensive crossing patterns.

• The Umpire is primarily responsible for Illegal Contact calls 
on linebackers attempting to prevent receivers from running 
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crossing patterns.

• When the ball is thrown, turn with the pass to assist with ruling 
“Complete” or Incomplete”.

7. Scrimmage – Punts • Presnap alignment is similar to all scrimmage plays. However, it 
may be advantageous to align more toward the centre of the line 
while keeping the ability to cover the centre, guard and tackle to 
your side in view for presnap violations.

• Once the ball is snapped the full line is the Umpire’s 
responsibility for illegal tactics and blocking violations as the 
Referee’s primary focus will be the punter and the kick.

• When the ball is kicked, follow the initial wave of tacklers 
downfield in the centre area of the field, watching the blocking 
in front of and near the ball carrier.

• Be prepared to pick up the ball carrier if he/she breaks 
through into your area. If there is a short kick over the line of 
scrimmage into a group of players, the Umpire has a secondary 
responsibility to whistle the play dead (the side officials have 
the primary responsibility).

8. Scrimmage – Field 
Goals and Converts 

A. Long Field Goals

 Any field goal attempt from outside the Team B 10-yard line.

 • Essentially the same coverage and responsibilities as for a 
punt.

B. Short Field Goals and Converts (Single Point) 

 A short field goal is defined as any field goal attempt from on or 
inside the Team B 10-yard line.

 • Initial position about 5 yards behind the defensive team, 
positioned toward the Line Judge side of the field and with 
a view of the centre, guard and tackle on his/her side of the 
line of scrimmage.

 • Responsible for procedure and blocking fouls.

�. Short Yardage and Goal 
Line 

A. Short Yardage

 Any 3rd down with two (2) or less yards to gain.

 • Umpire works on the wide side of the field slightly behind 
and slightly outside the widest line player on the defensive 
line.

 • As on all scrimmage plays, has presnap responsibility for the 
centre, guard and tackle to his/her side.

 • On the snap, locate the ball and be prepared to rule on 
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illegal tactics at the point of attack and to mark the forward 
progress.

 • Ensure the ball is accurately placed and that the integrity 
of the spot is maintained until the Referee can rule on 
whether or not first down yardage has been achieved or a 
measurement will be required.

B. Goal Line

 • Any Team A scrimmage on or inside the Team B 2-yard line.

 • Ensure that presnap positioning provides a clear view of the 
centre, guard and tackle for which the Umpire is responsible.

 • Coordinate with the Back Umpire to “Box” the play in.

�0. After the Play • If not actively involved in the marking of forward progress, 
“Dead Ball” coverage.

• Ensure that the ball is correctly spotted for the next play and 
that the Downsbox is correctly set and the proper down is 
shown.

• Remind the Referee of any timing issues, i.e. “Hold” or “Go”.
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Umpire—Presnap Alignment

 Right Handed Quarterback

 Umpire Position

 • 10 to 12 yards deep and laterally from the “A” gap on his/her 
side to the outside of the tackle while maintaining a view of 
the centre, guard and tackle on his/her side of the line
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Referee — Responsibilities & Positioning: 6-Official 
System

A. Pregame Crew Meeting

 • The points to be covered are the same, but with the 6th 
official, there is a greater need for complete understanding of 
the actions of each official for each type of piay.

 • The meeting should be conducted as a dialogue with each 
official providing in detail what he/she will do on each 
play, and how he/she will interact with the other officials. 
There should be greater emphasis placed on the teamwork 
necessary between the natural pairs of officials on each play 
– i.e. Referee/Side official; Referee/Umpire; Umpire/Side 
official; Back Umpire/Back Judge; Back official/Side official. 
Each play situation will involve one or more of these natural 
teams, so thorough understanding is mandatory.

B. Pregame Meeting with Coaches

 • 30 minutes (or as prescribed by the league) proceed with the 
Umpire to meet the Head Coach of each team 

 • Introduce yourself and your Umpire and shake hands with 
the Coach 

 • Request numbers for captains, quarterbacks, kickers, holders 
and punters 

 • Review any significant numbering issues 

 • Review any special or unusual plays the Coach wishes 
to discuss and any concerns with possible rule or safety 
violations these plays may involve

C. Pregame Meeting with Other Officials

 • Review any special plays that the coaches have identified 

 • Review any problems with numbering of players

 • Review how you will interact with the other officials

 • Review how kicks from scrimmage will be covered

 • Review coverage when ball goes out of bounds

D. Pregame Meeting with Captains

 • 5 minutes before the start of each half, proceed with the 
Umpire to the 55-yard line to meet the captains

 • Introduce yourself and the Umpire and ask the captains to 
introduce themselves to each other

 • Determine the appropriate choices of the captains and 

�. Pregame 
Responsibilities
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ensure that the Umpire has them correctly noted on the 
game card

�. Kickoffs A. Regular Kickoff 

 • There are no significant differences for regular kickoffs from 
previous officiating systems.

B. Short Kickoff

 • When a short kickoff is a probability, the Referee will move 
the Umpire to the kickoff team restraining line and the Head 
Linesman to the receiving team’s restraining line to give 
additional coverage on the kickoff.

�. Presnap Alignment • To provide consistent visual coverage of the quarterback’s 
passing arm it is strongly recommended that the Referee provide 
coverage from the passing arm side of the quarterback.

• Initial position should be 12 – 14 yards behind the line of 
scrimmage and 3 – 5 yards outside the tackle.

4. Presnap 
Responsibilities

• Prior to the snap, the Referee will be responsible for: 

 – Coverage of the quarterback, centre, guard and tackle 
on his/her side of the line of scrimmage for procedural 
infractions.

 – Counting the offense.

 – Verifying the block of five ineligibles (either by numbering or 
reporting).

�. Scrimmage – Running 
Plays

• When the Referee reads “Run”:

 – The Referee has primary responsibility for protection of the 
quarterback at all times while he/she is behind the line of 
scrimmage.

 – If the ball is handed off he/she has primary coverage of the 
ball carrier to the line of scrimmage.

 – Has responsibility for the blocking tactics of the offensive 
linemen on his/her side of the line.

6. Scrimmage – Passing 
Plays

• When the Referee reads “Pass”:

 – By positioning wider and deeper than in other officiating 
systems previously taught, the Referee has a better view of the 
blocking action of the centre, guard and tackle on his/her side 
of the line of scrimmage and is primarily responsible for ruling 
on the tactics employed by and against these line players.

 – The wider and deeper initial positioning also assists in 
keeping the quarterback in view and being responsible for 
the passing action and protection of the quarterback.
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 – Is responsible for determining if a ball, coming loose during 
a hit on the quarterback, is an incomplete pass or a fumble.

• If the quarterback scrambles, is primarily responsible for the 
protection of the quarterback and forward progress until the line 
of scrimmage is achieved.

• In “drop back” coverage, must be alert to rule on screen vs 
onside pass calls.

7. Scrimmage – Punts • Because it provides a better view of possible contact, Referees 
are strongly encouraged to play the kicking leg side of the 
punter.

• No change in responsibility for procedural calls and blocking 
infractions.

• Responsible for determining if contact on kicker is incidental, 
contacting or a major foul.

• Responsible for the sideline spot on a ball kicked directly out-of-
bounds in flight.

• Responsible for covering the kicker to the line of scrimmage for 
illegal interference.

• If the snap goes over the kicker’s head, or the kick is blocked, 
move back with the players attempting to recover the loose ball. 
Watch for interference affecting the recovery of the ball. (The 
side official facing you should also be moving back to provide 
additional coverage and assistance.
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Referee—Presnap Alignment

 Right Handed Quarterback

 Referee Position 

 • 12 – 14 yards deep and laterally from 3-5 yards outside the 
tackle while maintaining. a view of the quarterback, centre, guard 
and tackle on his/her side of the line 
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